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Just for a day, Colorado Sheriff David Wolf trades slogging through murky meltwaters and even
murkier small-town politics for an overnight camping trip in the wilderness with his son. But when a
man with fresh burns turns up on their trail, falling from the heavy load in his backpack and running
wild from something, Wolf suspects his father-son camping trip may have just taken a turn for the
worse. Unfortunately his instincts are spot on, and Wolf is forced into action with the last person he
wants by his side in a deadly battle â€” his only son.When news of their disturbing episode travels
through the valleys, local FBI agents want to take over Wolf's investigation, hoping to halt murder
and corruption originating 7,000 miles away in Afghanistan. Wolf ignores the FBI's order to stand
down, even if the case involves a matter of national security. Not when his son's safety is at stake.
In this stomach-dropping, action and suspense packed third installment of the David Wolf Mystery
Thriller series, Wolf partners with a beautiful FBI agent to bust an inter-continental conspiracy
threatening anyone who has the bad enough luck to stumble on it. Alive and Killing has mystery,
thrills, suspense, and action that will grab and pin you down until the final page.Other Books in the
David Wolf Mystery SeriesForeign Deceit (David Wolf #1)The Silversmith (David Wolf #2) Alive and
Killing (David Wolf #3) Deadly Conditions (David Wolf #4) Cold Lake (David Wolf #5) Smoked Out
(David Wolf #6)To the Bone (David Wolf #7)Dire (David Wolf #8)
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Despite a few grammatical, punctuation, and technical errors, I like Carson's writing style. I think he
could use a better editor, but he wrote a good, solid, interesting story. I have enjoyed the David Wolf
series so far, and plan on keeping up with it.

I have a bone to pick with the good Mr. Carson. His books are keeping me awake. My paperwork is
piling up. Just as well I am my own boss because I get my way and I continue to finish yet another
book. No point spoiling the storyline for others, just know that it is yet another very good page turner
by Mr. Carson who also like many indie writers is excellent at his craft. They also actually take the
time to reply to you if you drop them a line. The big hitters have forgotten about us and price their
books accordingly. So support these authors by buying their books plus leaving a review/feed back
afterwards. Thanks again Mr. Carson.

Another good read.Sheriff Wolf and his son are camping in the high country when a guy appears.
This guy has a backpack that is so loaded its pulling him over. The backpack in clanking like its
filled with metal.Wolf is immediately suspicious of this guy and tells his son to get behind him.The
guys uses a scarf to cover his face. He also has wounds that look like burns on the side of his face.
He's not really interested in talking to Wolf. Wolf doesn't lower his guard at all. The guy exchanges a
few words with wolf and then continues on his way.Wolf is still suspicious as hell but really has no
reason to pursue that suspision. The guys an odd duck to say the least.He and his son finish setting
up camp. They get a campfire going and get ready to prepare food and eat dinner.Shortly after that
they hear gunshots from the direction the guy took. Wolf, an ex Army Ranger, knows a long gun
when he hears one. He's beginning to get the feeling something is way, way wrong. Just what it
could be he has no idea.An armed man then appears at their campfire. This guy uses his gun to
control Wolf and his son. He has a radio and is communicating with others. Those others want him
to kill Wolf and his son.Wolf suspects this man and those others are the source of the gunshots he
heard. Wolf is worried about his sons safety.Wolf picks his time and gets the drop on the guy and
between he and his son they kill him.So begins one damned fine read.This one has thieves, gold
leading to Iraq, a dirty cop, murder, attempted murder, friends, colleagues the FBI and Wolf trying to
figure it all out.One super read. Five Stars and then some.

Page Turner. Can't wait for the next David Wolf book - coming out this month. Alive and Killing is a
fast moving, interesting, and fun read. It's the third in the David Wolf series - and didn't disappoint.
The lead character - David Wolf is pretty much a regular kinda guy - no super hero - just a guy that
does his job - and does it well. Carson's writing is good - very good. His descriptions are right on
track. I feel like I am in the scene - visualizing things easily from Carson's descriptions. In this book
we spend a lot of time in Glenwood Springs, CO. I've been there and I can attest to his descriptions
being well done. I felt like I was there again... I highly recommend Carson's books. I would suggest
starting at the beginning - "Foreign Deceit" - but you really don't have to.

Yet another good story badly let down by sloppy editing.With decent editing this book would be 4.5
stars but it is spoiled by some very awkward sentence constructions ( some VERY long sentences
with multiple 'ands', closely followed by more of the same), some basic punctuation/grammar errors
and a few spelling issues, one of which did however cause me some amusement. The hero is shot
in the arm and to stop the bleeding a tunicate (which is a type of sea squirt) is applied, obviously
works better than a tourniquet!Having said all that I would probably risk another book by the same
author, which says a lot for the quality of the story generally. However if the editing was not
significantly better he would be unlikely to get another chance.

Enjoyed these three books. However, the typos, misspelled words and poor grammar keep them
from being very good. Like the characters and the plots. Hope the author will work on ensuring a
better finished product. Could use a good editor and proofreader. Will definitely read more of David
Wolf.

In his third installment of the David Wolf series, "Alive and Killing," author Jeff Carson delivers.
Delivers what, you ask? Action, and a thrilling story sure to have you rooting for the hometown
force, which, with the addition of the latest chick, gets better all the time. As the mystery unfolds and
we get to see more of what makes the small town of Rocky Points special, it becomes clear the
people in this small town and its region have big ideas, and some even commit big crimes. Nothing
is black and white, but the best way to navigate the details is by Wolf's side. And Wolf is a character
I want to get to know better. A lot better. He's sexy and smart, loyal and open most of the time. And
hey, in this book, you get to read about him running through the woods naked. Need I say more?
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